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We report on the terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers in continuous-wave (CW) operation with an emitting
frequency above 5 THz. Excellent performance with a smaller leakage current and higher population inversion
efficiency is obtained by one-well bridged bound-to-continuum hybrid quantum design at 5 THz. By designing
and fabricating a graded metallic sampled distributed feedback grating in the waveguide, the first single-mode
THz quantum cascade laser at 5.13 THz in CW operation mode is achieved. The maximum single-mode optical
power of ∼48 mW is achieved at 15 K with a side-mode suppression ratio above 24 dB. This will draw great
interest in the spectroscopy applications above the 5 THz range for THz quantum cascade lasers. ©2022Chinese
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1. INTRODUCTION

Terahertz (THz) frequency radiation (∼0.1–10 THz) has at-
tracted great attention from fundamental research to industrial
applications owing to its great potential in the applications of
biomedical diagnosis, astrophysics, security scanning and pub-
lic safety, noninvasive inspections, and chemical remote sens-
ing, etc. [1–5]. For many of these applications, compact and
highly efficient THz sources are most needed. Since its first
demonstration in 2002 [6], THz quantum cascade laser
(QCL) [7] based on unipolar intersubband transitions has be-
come a promising candidate. During the last two decades, the
performance of THz QCL has been greatly improved, includ-
ing high emitting powers (exceeding 2 W in pulsed mode [8]
and 0.2 W in continuous-wave (CW) mode [9], respectively), a
high operating temperature of ∼250 K [10], and broad emit-
ting spectra ranging from 1 to 5.6 THz [11,12]. THz waves
with frequencies that exceed 5 THz are of great significance
for applications such as high-resolution spectra of gas species
and shallow donor transitions in isotope-enriched semiconduc-
tors [13,14]. However, the studies on GaAs-based QCLs with
frequencies beyond 5 THz are limited due to the strong optical
losses in the so-called reststrahlen band induced by the resonant
optical phonon absorption (∼36 meV in GaAs) [15–17].

Pronounced degradations of device performances (output
power, operating temperature, threshold current density) were
observed when the lasing band exceeds 5 THz [18,19]. Up to
now, the highest lasing frequency of GaAs-based THz QCL
reaches 5.6 THz, but it only operates in pulsed mode. The peak
output power of the device is 178 mW at 10 K. The highest
emitting frequency of a single-mode device is 4.98 THz with a
peak output power of ∼33.5 mW [12]. Up to now, CWmode,
especially in single-mode operation for THz QCLs above
5 THz, has yet to be demonstrated for practical applications.

In this work, we report the first CW operation of THz
QCLs at frequencies above 5 THz based on an optimized
bound-to-continuum hybrid quantum design with suppressed
current leakage channels. A peak output power of 220 mW in
pulsed mode is achieved with Fabry–Perot (FP) devices. In CW
mode, a maximum optical power of 79 mW and a spectral
range of 4.92–5.26 THz are obtained at 15 K for an FP device.
To achieve single-mode emission and also improve the power
extraction efficiency for the lossy distributed feedback (DFB)
waveguide, we present a graded sampled grating DFB design,
the maximum single-mode power is enhanced by a factor of 2
compared with normal coated device, and up to 48 mW at
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5.13 THz with a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) above
24 dB is obtained (at 15 K).

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The active core is based on an optimized bound-to-continuum
hybrid quantum design [20] composed of repeated periods of
four quantum wells (QWs) based on the GaAs=Al0:18Ga0:82As
material system, with one QW serving as a bridge between a
two-QWs active region and one-QW injector. This design
could significantly suppress the current leakage channels by
reducing the coupling between the lasing states and the
parasitic states. The layer sequence in one module from the
injector barrier is as follows (thickness in angstroms): 53:2∕
93.5∕10:4∕105.6∕34:4∕87.5∕43:8∕�65.4� 100.6�, where
Al0:18Ga0:82As layers are in bold and the underlined layer is
doped with Si to 7 × 1016 cm−3. As shown in Fig. 1, electrons
are injected from the state 1 into the upper laser level 5 of the
next stage at the design bias (0.059 V=module), then transited
diagonally from the level 5 to the miniband combined with
lower laser levels 4 and 3, and subsequently transported
through the bridge well and scattered very quickly into the in-
jector ground state by LO phonon. The diagonal transitions
(f 5,4 � 0.29) help to secure a decent upper-state lifetime while
the lower-state lifetime is significantly reduced, which further
enhances the population inversion. The key parameters of the
design are listed in Table 1. According to the expression for the
tunneling injection between the injector state and the upper
state [21], the current density is defined as

J � qN s
2jΩj2τ⊥

1� Δ2τ2⊥ � 4jΩj2τuτ⊥
, (1)

where q is the electronic charge, N s is the sheet density, 2ℏΩ is
the coupling energy between the injector state 1 and upper state
5, ℏΔ is the energy detuning from resonance, τ⊥ is the in-plane
electron momentum relaxation time, and τu is the upper state
lifetime. Therefore, a thin injection barrier was designed to in-
crease the value of Ω for a high injection efficiency in previous
works [21,22]. However, the thinner barrier would lead to a
larger carrier leakage from state 6 to states 7, 8 and a carrier
leakage from ground state 1 to lower states 2, 3, 4. As a com-
promise, we use an injection barrier of 5.32 nm to decrease the
leakage carriers from the ground injector state 1 to states 2, 3, 4
while maintaining the coupling with upper state 5, which can
reduce leakage currents and allow more electrons to be injected
into the upper state via resonant tunneling. In addition, one
QW bridged between the active QWs and extraction QW is
also employed to ensure a smaller threshold current density
(J th) since it can reduce the parasitic current through the
smaller wave function coupling caused by the spatial separation
of the transition level 6 and parasitic levels. Meanwhile, the
bridge QW also reduces the overlap between the upper and
lower states, which is beneficial to the lifetime of the upper
state. According to the calculation parameters of the active re-
gion listed in Table 1, the normalized oscillation strength f for
all the three possible leakages between the laser levels and the
parasitic levels is reduced for our design. Thus, the leakage
channels between the upper level 5’ and parasitic level 7,
the minibands 6 and parasitic levels 7 and 8, as the arrows de-
note in Fig. 1, are suppressed. This is beneficial to achieve a low
threshold operation through the above optimization. It is ap-
parent that the above design strategy would lead to a reduced
leakage current density.

For THz QCLs, metal-stripe buried grating is a simple and
effective way to obtain precise frequency control and robust
single-mode operation through an effective refractive index
modulation by patterning the grating into the active region
[23,24]. Furthermore, due to the small confinement factor
(0.1–0.5) of the THz QCLs with semi-insulating surface-
plasmon (SISP) waveguide [17], mode selection for edge-
emitting devices is generally achieved by first-order DFB
gratings. However, for the uniform grating designs, the optical
field is accumulated in the center of the laser cavity because of
the over-coupled feedback mechanism [25], and a sampled gra-
ting technology was adopted to enhance the output powers of
THz DFB QCLs [24] and mid-infrared QCLs [26,27] by regu-
lating the optical coupling strength. In order to improve the
optical powers of the front facet while ensuring the single-mode
performance and avoiding catastrophic failure of the high-
reflectivity (HR) coating on the rear facet, we adopted a graded

Fig. 1. Schematic conduction band diagram of one module of the
four-quantum-wells active region under an applied electric field of
9.9 kV · cm−1.

Table 1. Key Computed Parameters of the Active Region at a Temperature of 100 Ka

ℏω5,4 ℏω5,3 z5,4 z5,3 f 5,4 f 5,3 f 6,7 f 5 0 , 7 f 6,8 Ω1,5 τ5

19.2 meV 22.1 meV 29.4 Å 17 Å 0.29 0.11 0.05 0.007 0.012 0.65 meV 1.45 ps
aℏω is the photon energy, z the dipole matrix element, f the normalized oscillator strength (f � 0.067 × F , F the oscillator strength), Ω1,5 the coupling energy

between the injector ground state of the previous period and the upper state, and τ5 the upper state lifetime.
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sampled grating (SG) design to engineer light intensity distri-
bution by controlling both the field distribution and coupling
coefficient; thus, the longitudinal spatial hole-burning and the
degeneration of the yield are overcome. The period of the
sampled grating can be expressed as

2Λ � N
λ0
neff

, (2)

1

2neffZ
� 1

λ�1

−
1

λ0
, (3)

where Λ is the period of the seed grating,N is the grating order,
λ0 is the Bragg wavelength, neff is the effective refractive index,

λ�1 is the wavelength of �1st order supermodes, and Z is the
period of the sampled grating. The schematic diagram of the
graded sampled grating DFB QCL and images taken with a 3D
stereomicroscope are presented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). Here, the
seed grating period Λ � 8:1 μm with a duty cycle of
d∕Λ � 0:6 was selected, and we chose the sampled grating
period of Z � 77 μm to obtain a reliable single-mode opera-
tion, while the sampling duty cycle (σ � W ∕Z ) of the graded
sampled grating gradually varies from 0.9 to 0.3 along the cav-
ity. The front facet with a duty cycle of 0.3 can be regarded as a
lower reflectivity mirror due to a lower coupling coefficient,
while the rear facet with a duty cycle of 0.9 is equivalent to
a mirror with higher reflectivity. With these parameters, we

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the graded sampled grating DFB QCL. (b) Calculated mode loss versus wavelength for the QCL with graded
sampled grating. (c) The envelope distribution of mode intensities (jEyj2) inside lasers with three different grating structures. (d) The top view
images of the DFB QCL structure and one-period sampled grating taken with a 3D stereomicroscope and one-period sampled grating.
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simulated the mode distribution of uniform grating, sampled
grating, and graded sampled grating via the two-dimensional
finite element method. Figure 2(b) depicts the calculated mode
loss for different modes of the graded sampled grating. A is the
desired mode that has a lower mode loss. Normalized mode
intensity distributions �jEyj2) along the laser cavity of the three
grating configurations are shown in Fig. 2(c). Most of the op-
tical field inside the uniform grating is localized in the center of
the laser cavity due to its over-coupled mechanism. The output
powers of the front and rear facets are enhanced by lowering the
effective coupling coefficient of the sampled grating laser, while
the graded sampled grating laser increases the output power of
the front facet even further by decreasing the sampling duty
cycle toward the front facet. For the graded sampled laser,
the intensity of the light field at the front facet is approximately
twice that of the rear facet.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The QCL structure was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on
a semi-insulating GaAs substrate, with an 11 μm thick active
region (180 cascade modules) sandwiched by an n�
5×1018 cm−3 Si doped top contact layer (100 nm) and a
500 nm thick n-GaAs bottom contact layer Si-doped with a
density of n � 3 × 1018 cm−3. The wafers were processed into
ridges with widths of 250 μm and 150 μm via conventional
photolithography and wet chemical etching techniques. For
the DFB QCLs, the graded sampled grating was etched on
the top of the active region with an etching depth of
400 nm. Two Ge/Au/Ni/Au stripes were deposited on the
highly doped upper layer to form ohmic contact, and the un-
covered absorbing edge can suppress higher-order transverse
modes. The Ti/Au layer was then evaporated on the top of
the ridge and the bottom contact layer. Finally, the substrate
was thinned to 120 μm to improve heat dissipation. The proc-
essed wafer was cleaved into devices with different cavity
lengths with the front and rear facets uncoated, and the devices
were indium soldered and wire-bonded on copper submounts.

For sample characterization, FP QCLs and DFB QCLs with
graded sampled grating structures were fabricated, based on
SISP waveguides. Copper submounts with lasers were mounted
on a cold plate in a liquid-helium cryostat with 3 mm thick
TPX (4-polyethylene-1) windows. The optical powers were col-
lected by a thermopile detector (Ophir 3A-P-THz) calibrated
by Thomas Keating absolute power meter and corrected for the
TPX window transmittance of 78%. The emission spectra were
measured using a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer
(Bruker, Vertex 80v).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3(a) shows the typical light-current-voltage (L-I-V) char-
acteristics for FP devices from front facets with various dimen-
sions at 8 K. The devices operated in pulsed mode and
rectangular pulses of 10 μs duration repeated at 1 kHz were
used for biasing. Low threshold current densities (J th are ap-
proximately between 0.11 and 0.13 kA∕cm2) were observed
in these devices, which are much lower than that in
Refs. [12,18,19]. This is a direct consequence of reduced para-
sitic and leakage currents in our design, as discussed in the

active region design section. According to Ref. [15], the para-
sitic current density (Jpar) corresponds to a nonradiative elec-
tron transport process based on resonant tunneling and optical
phonon emission. The I-V characteristics suggest that there is a
Jpar existing between the voltage point and the initial alignment
point, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Thus, the experimental Jpar of
these devices are between 74 and 99 A∕cm2, determined by
I-V characteristics at the points where the differential resistance
is locally maximal [15]. At 8 K, a peak output power of
220 mW was emitted by a device with a dimension of
0.25 × 5 mm2. We extract the waveguide loss αw �
11.1 cm−1 by comparing the acquired J th between lasers with
different cavity lengths. Note that such a high waveguide loss is
directly related to the strong optical absorption near the rest-
strahlen band to the emitting frequencies. The temperature-
dependent L-I-V characteristics of this device are shown in
Fig. 3(b). A maximum operating temperature of 100 K is ob-
tained. A representative spectrum at 8 K is also shown in the
inset. Figure 3(c) depicts the CW L-I-V characteristics of the
device with a ridge width of 150 μm and a cavity length of
2 mm at different heat sink temperatures, while Fig. 3(d) shows
the lasing spectra from the device at different injection currents
at 15 K. A maximum CW optical power of 79 mW at 15 K is
achieved. The device exhibits multimode spectra and broaden-
ing toward high frequencies with increasing injection current,
where the highest emitting frequency at high currents reaches
up to 5.26 THz.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance for single-mode CW
operation of the DFB QCL with graded sampled grating
and a dimension of 0.15 × 2 mm2: As the L-I-V curves depicted
in Fig. 4(a), lasing started with a low J th of 0.19 kA∕cm2 while
the operating voltage lay between 11 and 13.1 V at 15 K. The
maximum optical power of ∼48 mW was obtained when the
current density reached 0.38 kA∕cm2. The maximum operat-
ing temperature of the laser is 45 K, which can be explained by
the following reasons. The energy spacing of 19.2 meV be-
tween the upper level 5 and lower level 4 results in smaller ki-
netic energy of electrons that leads to a significant decrease in
the lifetime of the upper level at elevated temperature
through Fröhlich interaction, and the poor heat dissipation
of the SISP waveguide structure is not conducive to high-tem-
perature operation. A stable single-mode operation at various
temperatures is presented in Fig. 4(b), where the device
emitted at the frequency of 5.13 THz with an SMSR above
24 dB.

The high optical loss for the high-frequency THz DFB
QCLs limits the power extraction efficiency for the devices,
as shown in Fig. 5(a). The power stays almost the same for
the DFB devices with and without HR coatings. This indicates
that HR coating is not an effective way to improve the power
output of the DFB devices. The reason is that the high loss and
strong DFB coupling reduce the portion of the power emitted
from the cavity. By using graded SG DFB devices to engineer
the internal field distribution along the cavity, the power extrac-
tion efficiency is greatly enhanced by about a factor of 2, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). It is clear that the graded sampled grating
significantly improves the THz power and outcoupling effi-
ciency compared with the DFB QCLs with or without HR
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Fig. 3. (a) Light peak output power-current-voltage (L-I-V) characteristics of the FP lasers of various dimensions at 8 K. (b) Temperature-
dependent L-I-V characteristics in pulsed mode of the FP laser with dimensions 0.25 × 5 mm2. (c) Temperature-dependent L-I-V characteristics
in CW mode of the FP QCL with dimensions 0.15 × 2 mm2. (d) Emission spectra of the device shown in (c) at various injection current densities.

Fig. 4. (a) CW L-I-V curves of DFB QCL with the dimensions 0.15 × 2 mm2 at various heat sink temperatures. (b) The corresponding emission
spectra at various heat sink temperatures for an injection current of 0.95 A.
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coating. To further consolidate this finding, we collected and
compared the optical powers of the front and rear facets of 12
DFB QCLs with graded sampled grating. The lasers operated
in pulsed mode with a 1% duty cycle at a repetition frequency
of 5 kHz. Figure 5(b) displays the peak optical powers and ratio
between the front and the rear facets in bars and points, respec-
tively. Although the output power of each DFB QCL varies, the
power ratio between the front and rear facets is approximately 2
for all devices, indicating that the output power at the front
facet of the DFB QCL is effectively enhanced via graded
sampled grating, as we expected.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, based on a detailed design optimization we have
demonstrated the first CW operation of multimode FP THz
QCLs with a maximum lasing frequency of 5.26 THz and
the first single-mode CW operation of DFB QCLs emitting
at the frequency of 5.13 THz. The maximum peak optical
power of the FP QCLs is 220 mW at 8 K in pulsed mode,
while the maximum single-mode optical power of 48 mW with
an SMSR of 24 dB is obtained from the graded sampled DFB
QCLs in CW mode at 15 K. The graded sampled DFB grating
also exhibits an improved power outcoupling efficiency by a
factor of 2 from the front facet compared with the uniform
grating device. By further design and optimization of the active
region, it is feasible to achieve single-mode THz QCLs at even
higher frequencies with engineered field distribution using the
graded sampled grating design.
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